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uicvkcu Lunch Bag for Man Woman Durable
Reusable Lunch Bag with Adjustable Shoulder
Strap Leakproof Liner Thermal Cooler Tote for Work
School Picnic
$15.99 $17.99 SALE

ADD TO CART

BUY IT NOW

➤【Premium Quality】Lunch bag adopts three-layer heat insulation design: the outer layer is durable 600D Oxford cloth, the

inner layer is Eco-friendly EVA material, and the middle layer is specially filled with 5mm thick insulating pearl foam. Our

reusable lunch tote can keep the food cold/hot/fresh for hours.
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➤【Waterproof & Easy to clean】The exterior of lunch bag is made of 600D water-resistant dirt-proof Oxford fabric, PVC film

and pearl cotton, which has better heat preservation, low temperature resistance, and easy to clean.

➤【Convenient & Portable】 This lunch bag has a firm handle and a removable adjustable shoulder strap. It can be easily

carried with one hand, or it can be firmly tied to a backpack. The modern and lightweight design is very suitable for all age

ranges.

➤【Premium Quality】Lunch bag adopts three-layer heat insulation design: the outer layer is durable 600D Oxford cloth, the

inner layer is Eco-friendly EVA material, and the middle layer is specially filled with 5mm thick insulating pearl foam. Our

reusable lunch tote can keep the food cold/hot/fresh for hours.

➤【Large Capacity Design】Each size of lunch bag is 10.24*7.09*8.86 inches. The maximum capacity is 10L, which is large

enough to store your food or snack. One main spacious compartment to keep your food、snacks and drinks. One front

zippered pocket for keys, cards, napkins.Two mesh pockets at side for water bottle or umbrella.The lunch bag can make your

items organized and easier to find.
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